
B. Art Key Knowledge 

What is art 

and religion?

Art and religion is a topic looking at why art is important within all religious beliefs. Artists are often inspired by religious items, texts, and 
stories to create pieces that reflect this belief. Most are created to inspire and strengthen religious communities and also help to tell the 
story of that faith. 

Why is art

important in 

religion?

Art enables people to show their faith and inspire others in the same beliefs. Art, music and literature are important forms of expression for 
many people. Whether they are religious or not, many people believe that human beings have a spiritual existence. We see this in places of 
worship, like Orthodox Christian churches which are full of icons and often highly decorated with gold and vibrant colours, designed to give 
worshippers a glimpse of what heaven may be like. Religious people will often decorate their homes with religious art as well.

Buddhism In the first century B.C., the Buddha was never depicted in art, instead he was symbolised by signs such as footprints or an empty seat. As 
art developed, favourite themes such as the historic life of the Buddha, as well as from his previous lives, were created. Today, the Buddha 
is often posed in a meditative state, Buddha reflects a path to enlightenment, honour, and separation from the suffering of the modern 
world. His teachings are also represented in Buddhist art through other symbols such as the Lotus, Eternal Knot, and Dharma Wheel. 
Buddhists will often have a shrine around a statue of the Buddha, which helps them to meditate at home or in their temple (often called a 
vihara). The mandala is an important art form in Buddhist tradition. It is a picture starting in the centre and expanding outwards. Buddhists 
believe this symbolises the entire universe. Mandalas can take the form of paintings on a wall or scroll, they might also be created with 
coloured sands or grains on tables or floors. The concentration and focus needed to create a mandala is thought of as a meditation in itself. 
A mandala isn’t necessarily a physical object. Some Buddhists create mandalas in their minds through meditation. Many Buddhists believe 
that mandalas can help a Buddhist along their path to enlightenment.

Christianity In the early days of the Church, art was very important as many people could not read or write, and often services were done in Latin. This 

meant they did not understand the religion. Therefore art was important to convey the message of Christianity to its people. This was done 

through pictures, statues, stain glass windows to show the stories found within the Bible. Many Christian churches are richly decorated with 

artworks depicting Jesus and the saints, but some places of worship see this as a distraction and prefer more plain surroundings. The art 

that is used can also be an area to focus and use to worship God and show devotion. 

Hinduism For many Hindus art has important connections to worship and devotion. Rangoli patterns created from coloured sand, rice, or grains, often 
adorn the doorsteps of Hindu homes around the time of Diwali. The bright colours of rangolis represent the idea of light, and they serve to 
offer a colourful welcome to Rama and Sita, the deities at the heart of the Diwali celebrations. Hindu mandirs, and often Hindu homes, 
feature shrines, which are places specially set aside for worship and devotion. At the centre of a shrine is usually a colourful statue or 
painting of a god or goddess, or sometimes several of them together. These statues are often called murtis, which means ‘forms’. 
Sometimes a murti will be made using expensive materials, like gold and may be dressed in the finest silks. For many Hindus, the great care, 
skill and effort taken to make images of gods and goddesses shows the artist’s devotion. The beautiful images help Hindus to focus on the 
deity they are worshipping.

Islam Islamic art is often vibrant and distinctive. In Islam, there is a lack of pictures of saints, important figures, and depictions of God or the 

heavens in a place of worship, also shows us a lot about the beliefs of the worshippers who go there. For instance, Muslims believe that 

Allah is too great to try to capture in pictures or sculptures, and so they find other ways to adorn their holy spaces and make them look 

beautiful. Many mosques will have beautiful calligraphy and geometric patterns. It is also forbidden to draw a picture of Muhammad (PBUH) 

as there is a worry that worshippers would worship his pictures rather than Allah. 

A. Art Key Vocabulary 

Allah The one and only God in Islam 

Belief Acceptance that something exists 

or is true 

Beatitudes Eight blessings that Jesus taught 

Buddhism Religion that follows the 

Buddha’s teachings 

Buddha The founder of Buddhism

Christ/Messiah Jesus, the Son of God 

Christian A follower of Christianity 

God The Father, the Son and the Holy 

Spirit in Christianity 

Hindu A follower of Hinduism 

Inspiration A force or influence that inspires 

someone to do something

Incarnation The birth of Jesus, God becoming 

human

Mandala A Buddhist geometric pattern

that represents the universe and 

life after death

Muslim A follower of Islam 

Parables A story with a meaning 

Peace Freedom from suffering 

Reconciliation Reuniting of beliefs/friendships

Ritual A religious ceremony consisting

of a series of actions 

Shrine a place regarded as holy because 

of its associations with a divinity 

or a sacred person or relic, 

marked by a building or other 

construction.

Spiritual Relating to or affecting the 

human spirit or soul as opposed 

to material or physical things

Symbolism An artistic and poetic movement 

or style using symbolic images 

and indirect suggestion to 

express mystical ideas, emotions, 

and states of mind

The trinity God the Father, God the Son and 

God the Holy Spirit, 3 parts that 

make up God
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